Working Group 1 Digital literacy in homes and
communities
meeting: 31 August 2017

Agenda
• Introductions
• Objective – review progress so far and plan ahead towards
concrete objectives
• Literature review Julia Gillen for Kristiina Kumpulainen
• Tips and Tricks research project led by Nicoletta Vittadini &
Donnell Holloway
• A Day in the digital lives children 0-3 research project led by
Julia Gillen
• Other future actions or questions
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Working Group 1 Digital literacy in homes
and communities current activities and
plans September 2017

• Literature review led by Kristiina Kumpulainen
Online review of literature to end 2015 to be published online
September 2017;
Updated and more theorised version for Handbook chapter
Post meeting note: The draft literature review was completed
in September and will be published online as soon as an ISBN
number is obtained.
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Working Group 1 Digital literacy in homes and
communities
meeting: 31 August 2017

• Tips and Tricks research project led by
Nicoletta Vittadini & Donnell Holloway –
meeting led by Nicoletta Vittadini
• The group is working on the
identification of best practices and
dissemination for parents to enable
them to be confident co-participants in
their children’s digital lives. The group
has produced a large database
populated by findings.
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Working Group 1 Digital literacy in homes and
communities
meeting: 31 August 2017

• Tips and Tricks research project
After Nicoletta Vittadini’s overall
presentation on progress, presentations
were given by representatives from Latvia,
Belgium, Portugal, Switzerland, Bulgaria and
Denmark. This team is working towards a
journal special issue and is also liaising with
Brian O’Neill and Anca Velicu on developing
a public campaign for parents.
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A Day in the digital lives
children 0-3

• Introduction to project objectives and methodology
• Progress so far
• Discussion of future – analysis; reporting; further
dissemination
• Explanation of Box folder at Lancaster University (email
j.gillen@lancaster.ac.uk for access as demonstrated).
•
•

Box is secure, backed up and free
Not suitable for all raw video data – but can take compressed mp4 (so version
of compiltion video) and all documents

• Introduction to project objectives and methodology
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Progress so far
Sweden Ulrika Sjöberg
Ebba Sundin Helena
Sandberg

Finland F1

Finland F2

UK Rosie Flewitt UK Rosie Flewitt
Alison Clark F1 Alison Clark F2

UK Marsh

UK Gillen

Portugal Ana Portugal
Jorge
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A Day in the digital lives
children 0-3

• Discussion of future – analysis; reporting; further
dissemination
Post-meeting note: Later it was agreed to welcome any other
participants to the project, if data can be collected by the end of
December 2017. Subsequently, other people have contacted
Julia regarding joining the project.
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Working Group 1 Digital literacy in homes and
communities
meeting: 31 August 2017

These notes were compiled by Julia Gillen who chaired the
meeting. They are not a formal or complete record of the
proceedings. If you contributed to the meeting and would like
something amended or added to this informal document
please email:
j.gillen AT lancaster.ac.uk
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